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The personal has often been political in Tracey Thorn’s 
work. From the acerbic teen love songs of her early 
‘80s band, Marine Girls, through sixteen years as one-
half of articulate multimillion-selling duo Everything 
But The Girl, to her recent acclaimed memoirs and 
journalism. “I think I’ve always written songs which 
chronicle the milestones of a woman’s life,” she says. 
“Different realities not often discussed in pop lyrics.  If 
2010’s Love and Its Opposite was my mid-life album 
– full of divorce and hormones – then [Record] 
represents that sense of liberation that comes in the 
aftermath, from embarking on a whole new ‘no fucks 
given’ phase of life” – which means punchy, 3-minute 
bangers, fizzy synths, and the occasional disco jam. 

Superorganism is a sprawling, multi-limbed collection 
of international musicians and pop culture junkies. 
They number eight in total – recruited from London, 
Japan, Australia and New Zealand – seven of whom 
now live together in a house/DIY studio/band HQ in 
East London. Self-produced, written and recorded, 
their spectacularly confident debut record beams with 
a sense of wonky fun, a kaleidoscopic riot of sound and 
visuals. Influenced by the world-building depth of artists 
like Devo, Beck and The Avalanches, Superorganism 
soundtrack’s the band’s rapid trajectory from shared 
house side project to global audiovisual powerhouse. 
Tracks like “Something For Your M.I.N.D.,” “It’s All 
Good / Nobody Cares,” and “Everybody Wants To Be 
Famous” will prove irresistible. 

With his sophomore LP, In Heaven, Dick Stusso sounds 
pretty damn assured – even though his somewhat 
death-influenced album almost didn’t see the light of 
day. I mean, the album sounds so assured, you’d never 
guess the whole endeavor was almost completely 
down the tubes. “I was about 75% done with the album 
and then my apartment got burgled,” Stusso explains. 
Committed almost exclusively to tape, there weren’t 
even files to pull from. Still, he ended up teaming with 
psych visionary producer Greg Ashley in a defunct old 
church, making for a leap in fidelity – not to mention 
attitude: In Heaven finds Stusso strutting and vamping 
like the lost lovechild of Jarvis Cocker and Marc Bolan. 
Insouciantly brilliant. 

Historian is a remarkably assured 10-track statement 
of intent that finds Lucy Dacus unafraid to take on the 
big questions – the life-or-death reckonings… and the 
ones that just feel that way. It’s a record full of bracing 
realizations, tearful declarations and moments of 
hard-won peace, expressed in lyrics that feel destined 
for yearbook quotes and first tattoos. The sound 
Dacus created, with substantial input from multi-
instrumentalist and live guitarist Jacob Blizard, is far 
richer, fuller, and fuzzier than her debut – an outward 
flowering of dynamic, living, breathing rock and roll. 
Dacus’ remarkable sense of melody and composition 
are the driving force throughout. Historian was helmed 
by No Burden producer Collin Pastore and mixed by 
John Congleton (St. Vincent). 

Everything Is Recorded is the full-length debut solo 
album from record producer and XL Recordings co-
founder Richard Russell. The album features vocal 
contributions from Sampha, Giggs, Ibeyi, Obongjayar, 
Infinite, Wiki & Syd plus instrumental contributions 
from Kamasi Washington, Damon Albarn, Rachel 
Zeffira, Peter Gabriel and Owen Pallett. The 12-track 
collection follows up the accomplished Close But Not 
Quite EP and is ushered in by the raw and emotional 
lead single “Show Love” with R&B singers Syd and 
Sampha. Everything Is Recorded plays like an amazing 
mixtape – a global journey that’s at once experimental, 
soulful, blunted, playful, and banging. Short and sweet, 
Everything Is Recorded is so infectious that you’ll have 
no problem just leaving it on repeat. Bring friends. 

In a move that may infuriate the black-denim-and-PBR 
set, A Productive Cough finds Titus Andronicus setting 
aside the lead footed punk anthems of yesteryear in 
favor of a subtler, more spacious approach that pushes 
mastermind Patrick Stickles’ soul-baring songwriting 
to the fore, creating a conversational intimacy 
between artist and audience with which previous Titus 
Andronicus efforts had only flirted. This new restraint 
sacrifices none of the band’s singular intensity, from 
the merciless lyrical onslaught of “Number One (In New 
York)” to the blistering guitar solos which accompany 
the swaggering horseplay of rock band workouts “Real 
Talk” and “Home Alone” to the disarmingly passionate 
commuter hymn “Mass Transit Madness (Goin’ Loco’).” 
It’s The Pogues record they always wanted to make. 
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Moaning is an abrasive post-punk trio comprised of LA 
DIY veterans eager to conjure roughhewn songs from 
love, distress, darkness, sincerity, and a hint of pop. 
Although the band is just breaking out of their infancy, 
Moaning’s sleek and cavernous tone emphasizes the 
turmoil of the era into which they were born. Moaning 
drifts from sentimental to catastrophic, hiding meek 
and introspective lyrics within powerful droning dance 
songs, giving sonic nods to some of the band’s musical 
heroes like, New Order, Broadcast, and Slowdive. The 
band’s youthful attitude is met with the weight of 
topics like loss, routine, and mental health, reflecting 
the anxiety towards the status quo. It’s fairly sexy, too.


